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PREFACE
thk two-volume Manual pros ides
information employment and training
agencies can use in
I. deseloping and operating client

assessment programs (Volume l); and

2. identifying. adapting or des
eloping special

assessment techniques for
seserely disads antaged clients Ifor whom
w idely available standard assess-

ment tools. such as the General Aptitude
test Battery (GATBJ, may be
inappropriate) (Volume II).
Although the two volumes are meant
to be used together, they may in some
eases have independent s aka:. e.g.. for planning
an assessment program for
which the specific techniques has e already
been identified or for a research use
of assessment techniques where
application in a practitioner setting is not
required.

Volume I: Introduction to Assessment Program
Development has three sections: an introduction describing recent
trends in client assessment for employment and training agencies. presenting
and gising some basic concepts about some background about the Manual,
client assessment; a section on current
practices in employm:nt and training
agencies, including some detailed
descriptions of existing assessment programs; and
a discussion of assessment
provwn development, including a conceptual
model of assessment and a planning checklist for program developers.
Volume I also contains an appendix
listing information resources for assessment
program development.
Volume II: Assessment Techniques begins
with a brief review of standard
assessment techniques. such as the GATB and
tory. des ices now w idel !. used in employmentStrong-Campbell Interest Invenand training agencies. Then a
catalog is gis en of special assessment
techniques, each entered in capsule form
using a standard description format.
Volume II also contains two appendices:
(A) a chart listing special des ices available
for assessment of seriously disadvantaged persons; and (B) information
resources regarding

disabled.

assessment of the

this two-solume Manual is designed
principally for
training agency personnel responsible for des eloping use by employment and
and operating assessment
programs; other agency staff involved with these
programs; and administrators of local agencies who have to make
the larger decisions about assessment
and how it should

fit into the rest of their service delivery
operation. The
Vanua/ may he of secondary. but in some
cases
important.
interest to
researchers and policy

makers, and also to persons concerned with
assessment
in other sers ice delis ery settings (e.g.. vocational
rehabilitation
agencies).
It
should he of direct %aim: to persons working
in client assessment programs for
emploment ai_:1 training sers ices that
are attached to educational institutions
or agencies.

I. STANDARD ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES
FOR EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING AGENCIES

;

Emphasis of this Section
In this section, a brief description is given of
standard measures of workrelated aptitudes, interests, attitudes and personality
characteristics. The section is short because primary information about these
instruments is readily
available elsewhere. The instruments mentioned here, however, are among
some of the best validated psychological tests in existence, and they have broad

utility in employment and training settings. Whea
clients have the required
reading ability, adequate prior experience with tests, and are not significantly
handicapped by test anxiety or negative attitudes, the instruments
described
here may be excellent chokes. Certainly they need to be
considered as alternatives, even in programs serving primarilybut
not exclusivelyseverely disadvantaged clients for whom these instruments would not be appropriate.
Not described in this section are paper-and-pencil and projective test
measures of psychopathology, such as the Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality
Inventory (MMPI) and the Rorschach. In the writer's
judgment,
these
ally based test instruments are inappropriate for all but a very few clinicemployment and training agency assessment programs. If
a significlnt focus of the
employment and training agency is on clients who are or were mentally disturbed (e.g., ex-mental-hospital patients), /then such instruments
might be
valid parts of an assessment program. In /such
instances, assessment would
need to be planned for, and conducted in 'close
coordination with, a clinical
psychologist or other professional appropriately skilled in the
administration,
scoring and interpretation of such clinical diagnostic
instruments. These applications are beyond the scope of this Manual, although references
are provided
in the appendix of Volume I that would be useful for
designing such a psychopathology-oriented assessment program.

Brief Review of Standard Assessment Techniques
United States Emploment Service. The history of the U.S.
Employment Service's occupational test-development program is well
documented in their Test
Research Report No. 31 (US DOL, 1977a). This
publication gives the rationale
behind the entire USES test-development program and also provides descriptions of the major instruments now available from USES:
The General Aptitude Test

Battery (GATB) measures the vocational aptitudes or individuals who have basic literacy skills but need help in choosing
1

an occupation. It consists of 1;2 tests measuring 9 vocational aptitudes. A
Spanish edition is also ava6bIe (see below). The CATH was published in
1947 after extensie occupational validation and factor analytic studies conducted during the 1910s and 1940s. This research program has continued
through the present and is described in the Manual Pr the General Aptitude
Test Battery (Section III: Development; US D01., 1970a).
Specific Aptitude Test Batteries (SATBs) measure the potential of individuals to acquire skills required for a specific occupation. SATBs are conibinations of two, three or four GATB aptitude subtests, with associated Onting
scores derived from research relating test scores to successful perliirmance
in the given occupation. More.than 450 SATBs have been developed to date
(US 001., 1970a).
Clerical Skills Tests measure proficiency in typing, dictation and spelling to
determine qualifications for clerical jobs. Content validation was chosen as

the primary validation strategy for demonstrating job-relatedness, since
these tests are work samples.

Essential knowledge and skills needed in typing, secretarial and stenographic jobs are sampled in the typing and dictation tests through the use of
letters taken from act ual correspondence in variou3 industries. Contents of a
general spelling test, a statistical typing test, and medical and legal spelling
tests were also chosen to sample essential knowledge and skills needed in
per forming these clerical tasks. Detailed information on the validity, reli-

ability and standardization of these tests on appropriate samples of
employed workers is in the Manual for USES Clerical Skills Tests (US DOL,
1976).

A revised Interest Check List, oriented to the new Department of Labor
Guide for Occupational Exploration, has been developed for use in obtaining information on the range of occupational interests of a counselee. It
consists of 20 work activity items selected to reflect jobs in each of 66 work
groups representing 12 major interest areas described in the Guide for Occu-

pational Exploration.
The Bateria de Examenes de Aptitud General (BEAG) is a Spanish edition
of the (IATB, designed for use with Spanish-speaking applicants. Studies
comparing GATB and BEAG scores and a nationwide operational tryout of
the new battery have been undertaken by USES. Test materials and a manual (US IX)1.. 1977b) now ar, available for use by state Employment Services
ha% ing Spanish-speaking applicants.

Research by USES is under way to develop an interest inventory oriented
toward the fourth edition of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles and to the
new Guide for Occupational Exploration (a supplement to the DOT). The
2

USES Interest Inventory will consist of job activities,
occupational titles and
life experience items. there will be 12 scales which
will correspond to 12 interest areas into which fourth edition DOT occupations
been classified in
the Glade for Occupational Exploratiim. tied in withhave
this test-development
actithy is a re%ision of the USES Interest Check
List. The design of these
research acti% ities is reported in Droege & Haw k (1977)

and Droege (1978).

In other ongoing research, alternate forms of the GATB
oped. SAM are being re% alidated on minority populations are being develUSES ins:ruments more useful with severely disadvantaged (thus making these
there is an entire USES research effort directed toward populations), and
the development of
original test instruments intended for use with the
severely disadvantaged (see
Section II).
Strong-Camphell interest lnsentory. this test is described in
detail in its test

manual (('ampbell. 1974) and also in Buros' Eighth
Mental Measurements
Yearhook. the best salidated socational interest test in existence, the StrongCampbell has bro..td utilit% for determining areas of occupational preference
for indi% iduals who are able to complete it validly. It

often may be used in

conjunction with an aptitude test, such as the GAM
to provide a great deal of
specific information useful for % ocational counseling and in making training
or placement decisions.

Other aptitude, interest and personality tests. A large range of occupationally
related assessment instruments have been used in
employment and training set-

tings. A few of the most frequently employed tests are the Kuder Preference
Record. Minnesota Vocational Interest Inventory,
Bennett Mechanical Comprehension test. Flanagan Aptitude Classification Test,
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scales, Edwards Personal Preference Schedule,
and
Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire. Appendix B may be consulted
for details on how to
acquire more information about such techniques,
most of which are readily
a% ailable t hroug!i commercial test publishers.

II. SPECIAL ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES
FOR THE SEVERELV DISADVANTAGED: A REVIEW
Einphasis of this Section
the need for special assessment devices for severely
disadvantaged individuals
in local employment and training agencies is by
now well known, and it seems
3

almost incredible that traditional paper-and-pencil tests continue to be used.
Yet tests such as the GATB. StrongCampbell Interest Inventory, Edwards
Personal Preference Schedule, and Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inven-

tory (MM)'I) do continue to be usedinappropriatelywith seriously disadvantaged persons in many client 'assessment programs. This chapter is designed

to present a catalog of alternatives for severely disadvantaged populations.
Some were created specifically for use in employment and training agencies;
others were not, but appear to have potential for adaptation.
Disadvantaged individuals frequently have had little exposure to traditional
paper-and-pencil tests; reading and arithmetic abilities may be limited. To the
extent. that "test wiseness" and numerical or reading skills are important in
test performance, scores on a test like the GATB may sufferbut these handicaps to test performance may or may not be factors that would also hinder job
performance. If an examinee cannot read and understand test directions or
individual items, he will perform poorly regardless of his real capacity on the
aptitude being measured. Test performance will predict job success, however,
only if (a) the person really is low on the aptitude under consideration or (b)
reading skills themselvo are important to job performance. Thus, a potential
auto mechanic who is functionally illiterate may perform quite poorly on a
paper-and-pencil test of numerical reasoning, not because he or she lacks the
capacity the test is intended to measure, but rather because the mode of assessment does not permit his or her characteristics to be tapped in a relevant manner. It is ironic that, with some exceptions, the greater the ne.:d of the client for
employment and training services, the less useful is the GATB for assessment,
since tne most pen asive characteristic of cultural disadvantagement is educational deficiency.

he Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory and the MMP1 present similar
kinds of problems in terms of item content, format and directions, and so
forth. On all such tests, there is great difficulty in obtaining valid and meaningful results (on a test designed for and normed on individuals of high-school
literacy) when the test is administered to disadvantaged individuals of fourthgrade literacy who cannot understand half the words on the test. At the very
least. when instruments designed for a high-literacy subject population are
applied to a km-literacy one, every measure becomes in part a test of vocabulary and reading skills alone. Those who do well are reasonably literate and, in
addition, may rank high in the characteristic being measured (assuming test
N alidity sith appropriately literate subjects). Those who score low may be low
on the abilit which the test purports to measure, in reading skills, or both.
On interest and personality inventories, where there are no right or wrong
answers in the traditional sense, the results can be even more ambiguous. In
short, if an examinee cannot understand a test item or test direction, he or she
cannot be expected to respond meaningfully. The problem is compounded by
4
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the loadi'ag of cultural everience in
many test items and by the anxietyproducing quality of tests for many of the
disachantaged. Harrison and Brown
(1970) illustrate the essential point about
culture-bound tests by "turning the
tables." rhev constructed some items of "straightforward"

information or
definition that would uiscriminate against
many vb hite, middle-class individuals:
I

I lIone Walker" got famous for playing
a. trombone
h. piano

.

C. " I.flute"
d. guitar
e. hambone

A "tias Head" is a person %ho has a
a. fast -mt.% ing car

h. stable of "lace"
C. "process"
d. habit of stealing cars
e. long jail record for arson
3. It a man is called

a "Blood." then he is

a. boer
h. \leican-.merican

a

c. Negro
d. :iungry hemophile
e. red man or Indian

4. "Bird" or "Yardbird" %as the "jacket" that jaii
t roln :oast to coast hung on

loYers

a. I ester N'oung

h. Dorothy Armstrong
Billy "the l ion" Smith
d. (horhe Parker
c.

e. Muggsy Spamer

5. (heap chitlings (not the kind you buy
at a frozen-food
counter) %ill taste rubbery unless they are cooked
long
enough. Flo% soon can you quit cooking them
to eat and
enjor them?
a. 45 !mimics
b. 2 hour,
c. 24 hours
d. I %eek jon a lo% !Lime)
e
I hour

6. Who did "Stagger Lee" kill (in the famous blues legend)?
a. his cousin
b. Frankie
c. Johnny
d. his girl friend
e. Billy

Examples from standard aptitude, personality and interest tests that would
present similar problems to culturally disadvantaged subjects couid be given
by anyone who browses through these instruments.
Some of the shortcomings of traditional paper-and-pencil tests, briefly summarized, are as follows:

Most traditional paper-and-pencil tests are similar to classroom examinations with which many seriously disadvantaged persons have a history of
failure, and which, therefore, may make them feel anxious and uncomfortable.

Many of these tests have written directions at a rather high reading level
which must be understood by the testee if measurements are to be valid.

Individual test items also may be at a relatively high reading level and may
reflect cultural content of which the disadvantaged have little knowledge.

Item content of tests designed for children but administered to disadvantaged adults may be simple enough in reading level but uninteresting or
insulting. This can greatly damage motivation to perform.

Many severely disadvantaged persons have limited experience with tests of
any kind and so do not have the "test wiseness" important to yielding test
results that fairly estimate characteristics/capabilities.
Many tests do not seem to bear any significant relationship to the individual
characteristics pertinent to job success for most of the jobs the disadvantaged will be seeking.

The rest of this section presents descriptions of several dozen assessment
techniques that may be useful in assessment programs for local employment
and training agencies which serve significant numbers of the seriously disadvantaged. Before moving to a description of how this catalog of assessment
techniques is organized and presented, it is first necessary to offer several cautions about how this information should be used. One is that, as mentioned
above, almost any employment and training agency will serve some clients who
are not significantly enough disadvantaged that they cannot be assessed well

with the standard instruments. For those able to complete it validly, the
Strong-Campbell Interest. Inventory may be a much better choice than the
6

vocational interest measures contained in this
catalog. Similarly, for subjectspossessing the required skills and background,
the GAM is a highly sensitive
and useful tool for appraking vocational
aptitudes. Thus, this catalog must

._&!L.Pi40fl as defining the limits for what should be included in
employment and training

an
agency assessment program. Far from itthe instruments included here have their own speciat
uses, and limitations, just as the
traditional techniques do.
Another caution has to di) with the stage ot
development of many of these
instruments. Some, like the NATB, BOIT, and some of the work
sample systems, have been extensively normed and validated
with disadvantaged populations and may be installed in some cases without
significant adaptation. Many
other instruments listed here, however, are still in relatively early
stages of
'development; some have not been field
tested with seriously disadvantaged
populations at all. In the latter cases, it is imperative that
assessment program
developers look on instrunwnts or techniques
in .this catalog as an inspiration
for ideas, not as a shopping list from
which assessment tools can be selected
and set in place in an assessment program
without careful e:..mination, local
norming and validation, and inclusion as a thoughtfully organized
part of an
assessment program.
Adaptation seems to be the name of the
game in zieveloping a good assessment program. This reality was already evident in the
descriptions of assessment programs presented in Section II of the
first
volume.
Therefore, the
I
ier of this catalog should be looking for
ideas, for useful components, and
for assessment devices that fit into the overall
context of a carefullY designed
program.
Each capsul: review here follows a standard format:

DTI OF asr
DESCRIP noN%hat kind of device it is
FORMATitem content tsometimes with sample
items), administration time,
scoring procedures
STAGE

tiFvF1 OPMEN I how and why the test
was created, where it has
beer used, what kinds of populations have
taken it, and what kinds of norma e, reliability and validity evidence are available
APPI ICATION A critical evaluation of how the device
might be applied in an

employment and training setting

Acct-sshow to get a copy of the assessment device and/or more informa-

tion about it

rhe availability of information to include under these xadings varies,
of
course, from device to device. Prices are not given because
inflation would
7

make such data invalid before this volume was published.
The catalog has three main seciions:
paper-and-pencil devices (including aptitude, interest and personality or

attitude measures)
work sample systems

pretesting orientation materials

Presentation is alphabetical by title within each main category.
A very few of the assessment strategies or devices presented in Backer (1972)
have been deleted from this list, such as O'Mahoney's Self-Concepts Profiling

Technique, and Daane's Vocational Exploration Groups. The reader is
referred to the earlier publications for discussions of these two approaches
and also for coverage of topics such as job-man matching and criteria development.

Catalog of Assessment Techniques
PAPER-AND-PENCIL DEVICES
RE op TEsr: Adult Bask Learning Examination (ABLE)

DESCR1PrtoN: Measure of basic learning skills, using subject matter drawn from adult

life
FORMAT: rhe test includes a vocabulary test, dictated so that no reading is required; an
arithmetic problem-solving test, which can either be dictated or taken in conventional
reading and response format; and a short screening test, called "SelectABLE," for use
in determining the most appropriate level of ABLE for each adult applicant. Three
levels of the ABLE battery are available, each geared to a particular educational level.
I evels One and Two require about two hours' administration time, and Level Three,
about three hours. Scoring can either be by hand or (for Level Three only) through the
publisher's computer scoring service.
S I Mit (1- 1)1-s I- OPMI- N r: ABLE %vas developed to provide a general intellectual apti-

tude wreening tool for use %kith disadvantaged adults, one that overcomes the traditional shortcoming of tests for loss reading level involving items geared to children
rather than adults. lAtensive normative data and a test manual are available from the
publisher although there is no mention of the availability of validity data.
As.olahle trom the National lechnical Information Service, U.S. Department of Commerce,
A 221

Accession No. P11.213167/AS.

8
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APPI ICAIION: General screening for determining training
needs or placement options
ACCESS: Available from the Psychological Corporation,

New York

Tint! ot. Ths t: Basic occupational Literacy Test (BMX)
DESCRIP nos: rest of basic reading and arithmetic skills
for use with educationally disadvantaged adults
FORMAT: On the BOLT, reading skills are assessed by
a reading vocabulary subtest and

a reading comprehension subtest; arithmetic skills
are assessed by an arithmetic computation subtest and an arithmetic reasoning subtest.
The subtests are available at
varying levels of difficulty. The test may be scored
either by hand or by using machinescoring answer sheets.
Sr ma; OF DEVELOPMENT: The BOLT was developed
to measure aptitudes using testitem content that is

relevant for adults rather than children. The BOLT
wide-range
should be administered to a given client. In the BOLT manual (1972), detailed information about
test development, normative data, reliability data, and an in-progress validation
scale is used to indicate what level BOIT subtest

program are given.

APPLICATION: General screening for determining training
needs or placement options

ACCESS: Information on availability of the test,
answer sheets and test manual, as
well as the wide-range scale for determination
of appropriate BOLT subtests, can be
obtained from state Employment Service offices.
1

Tin r or rr.s r: Biographical Information

0

Blank (BIB)

DESCRIP rim: Brief questionnaire eliciting

autobiographical data from the examinee
FORMAT: The BIB is a questionnaire form containing,
in its present stage, 66 items of

biographical information in the following categories:
home and family situationpast
and present; high school experiences and perceptions; work
history including job turnover record; present job responsibilities and obligations; preferences
and needs regarding work, the work place and income; life goals and
philosophy; self-image; and time
organiiation habits. Items were specifically constructed for
on fourth- to sixth-grade levels. Much of the life-history data use with subjects reading
that BIB requests may be
objectively verified, discouraging cheating or. conscious distortion.
On the other hand,
since there arc no right or wrong answers in the traditiiià1
sente,those
having negative
experiences with tests may be less threatened by the
BIB. The BIB can be scored
routinely by clerical personnel using scoring keys developed
by the test's creators.
SIM* OF DEVELOPMENT: The BIB was developed
under a research contract from the
Department of Labor by Richardson, Bellows, Henry
& Company, Inc. (RBH) and has
been used in predicting

length of participation in the Job Corps (RBH, 1970) and for
predicting job tenure among Employmem Service applicants
(RBH, 1971). In a study
completed in 1975, the BIB was used to predict (1) three-month
employment tenure
9
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among dkathantaged Fnir.;ovment Sersice (ES) applicants who had received no previous employment and Laining agency sersices prior to job placement, and (2) completion of job entry stages anong Work incentive (WIN) program enrollees. Results of
this studs indicated that persons scoring higher on the BIB were more likely to remain
employed or to t.omplete job entry on the WIN program at significantly higher rates
than those in the lower score groups. the most recent form of the BIB was used in a
study by RBH (1C79) to determine operational utility of scoring keys developed in the
presiously mentioned work. this study involved administration of the BIB to incoming
WIN regIstrants in I() cities. Again, there was a strong correlation between BIB score
and WIN outcomes in the participating cities. In this study, it was also found that the
success les ek (percent employed) of the cities which reported actually using BIB scores
in making program decisions were substantially higher than those which did not. In
fact, the aserage percent employed was almost twice as high for the "use cities."
The 1979 R MI report ..oncludes by. recommending that WIN use BIB to help identify
persons most likely to ..reak out of the welfare cycle if WIN assistance is provided. A
scoring key des doped through the RBH research is recommended for this purpose.
In the sarious research reports mentioned in this`description, substantial evidence
about the reliability and salidity of the BIB is available, along with some normative
data.
APPI
RIM advised the the of the BIB as a tool for identifying those most likely
to benefit front services in WIN programs; by analogy, other seriously disadvantaged
employment and training agency applicants could be identified using such a system.
However, there are still some problems with the BIB that employment and training
agencies would need to consider carefully before making operational use of the instrument at this time.
First, there was evidence, from RBH's own research, of reluctance by a number of
the experimental participating cities in their 1979 study to use the BIB as a part of the
sersice process. Clearly, substantial education of employment and training agency
staffs may be required to convince those who would have to use the BIB that it would
be likely to have value and to gise them careful training in its proper use.
Also, it is not dear from the research conducted so far whether the BIB is really
picking out those individuals most likely to benefit from a particular service delivery

process.

In fact, because high scorers on the BIB may well be persons who would be likely to
get a job even without receising services, using the BIB as a selection tool (with a high
score selecting into the program) may actually select for service those who need it least.
Also, %Ince the use and non-use cities in the 1979 study were allowed to self-select,
there is no rehable way to identify and measure what other variables may have been
operating in promoting a higher percentage of employment for those cities that used
the BIB scores versus those that did not.
On the plus side, the BIB has now been administered to a very large group of sericusly disadvantaged indisiduals. It has been refined a number of times, as have its
;coring procedures.

Acci-ss RIM has prepared a questionnaire booklet (known variously as Registrant
Record or BIB) and a scannable answer sheet. Its research reports contain considerable
10
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reliability and sahdity data. Richardson, Bellows, 1.-knry
& Company, Inc. is located
at 1140 Connecticut Avenue, :S.W., Washington, DC
2()036.

Intl- OF I Fs! : Colorado Battery
DEstRIPtioN: Series ot tests deseloped by the Colorado
State University Manpower
Laboratory for use in work with the severely disadsantaged
Vortsi %I: 1 he Social .1cci,ss

Questionnaire (SAO contains 89
sonality tactors. It also contains questions about personal items measuring six perhistory. Items are either
multiple-choice or use

a bipolar agree-disagree answer scale. This test was designed
to
tap social and personaht% characteristics that contribute
to
job
deviance
Subjects
fill out the measure either individually or in large
gp.mps. The Work Requirements Rating Scale is a 41-item questionnaire dealing with behavior
on the job and is designed to
measure the consequences of differing vocational attitudes
among worker, supervisor
and employer, the Importance Questionnaire is a test of 20 items
relating to job condi-

tions or opportunities, each rated on a scale of from
very important to very unimpqrtan t . The Employment Satisfaction
Questionnaire ha% 20 items measuring job sat isfAtion on a scale from very unsatisfied to very satisfied
(items were taken from the Minnesota l'inployment Satisfaction Quo.tionnaire). The Job Conditions
Questionnaire is
an eight-page questionnaire concerning perceived work
environment.
The Job Expectuner Rating is a single-page rating form for esaluation
by workers of six basic job
conditions. the Job Importance Prediction Scale is
a
12-item
scale filled out by
workers and super% hors to check for congruencies
and discrepancies between the two
groups regarding important job conditions. The Self-Acceptance
Questionnaire is a 15item yes-no measure of highly loaded self-evaluation
items, e.g., concerning respondent's sexual behasior. rhe Similarity Scale is
an 80-item checklist measuring identification with militant or actiYist groups.
Also part of this battery is the rev ked Miskimins
R MSGO), which was discussed in Backer (1972) Self-Goal-Other Discrepancy Scale
a% being inappropriate for use with
the se% erely disadvantagedand it, therefore, will
not be discussed here.
I hese forms and instruments are presented in
a Research,Manual (Marmot, er Laboratory . 1971) that includes a copy of each device plus information
concerning form,
soucture, intended use, mode of administration, and reliability
and validity data.
Si xia orOPMF
:
I hest: instruments were des eloped under funding from
the
Department ot 1 abor and were reported in a series of final
report volumes on the multitaceted research protect called "Applied Programs
in Manpower Development." To
the writer's knowledge, they are not presently in
use, and the data base supporting
them is quite limited.

\Pm u no% I hese instruments would
primarily he useful as an idea source for
employ mem and training agencies.
Acci ss: Copies of the Research thinual may be
ay ailable from the Department of
1 abor or through use ot one of the computer-assisted
information retrieval systems
mentioned in the Appendix of Volumel of this Manual.
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Tim OF rEs r: Fundamental Akhievement Series (FAS)
DESCRIPTION: Two tape-recorded tests for use with individuals having limited reading

skilk, tapping kinmledge and capabilities that an applicant may reasonably be
expeoed to have acquired in the course: of ordinary daily living
FORMAI': The FAS-Verbal h a 30-minute test; it measures the ability to read signs, use
telephone directories and recognize and understand commonly used words. The FASNumerical also takes 30 minutes to administer; it measures the ability to tell time, recognize numbers. understand calendars and solve numerical problems. The tape recordings insure accurate timing and identical presentation to all who take the test, elini-sating examiner bias. Integrated question booklets and answer sheets are provided.
Scoring procedures and other detaik of administration are presented in a manual available from the test publisher.
Slm1E oF DEVI. lopNiF N T: The Fundamental Achievement Series was developed for use

in selecting applicants for job-training programs and covers the range from basic literacy to slightly above the eighth-grade level. Information on normative, reliability and
validity data is available in the publisher's manual.
APP1 leAtION: 'Foru n. as a43:Wk: W.reerting.. device in employment and training agency
serv ice programs
.

ActIss. Available from the Psychological Corporation, New York

hilt. or I Est CUB

ATB Screening Device

DFwaiPTIoN: A brief written test consisting of the wide-range scale of the Basic Occupational 1 iteracy Test (described above) for use in determining whether a particular
serv ice applicant .liould be i.ei the GATB or NATB
FORMAT: the test consists of arithmetic and vocabulary items and is scored using two
stencik. Further information on administration and scoring procedures is available in
the Manual for the G.4TB .V.4TB Screening Device (USES, 1973).
S kW- t

DF v1.1 oPMEN r: Details on development and use of this device also are pre-

sented in the 1973 Manual. These include cutoff scores to be used in determining
whether a given applicant should take the GATH or NATB.
APP1 11'A MS: For employ ment and training agency assessment programs where both

the CLAtB and NAIll may be administered, to determine which test a given applicant
should take
Acet.ss: Information about availability of the test, scoring stencils and the Manual can
he obtained from state I: mployment Seryke offices.

ti

t.

ri-sr: Goodwin %ork Orientation Questionnaire

MSc RIP nos: Questionnaire designed to measure work orientations of WIN trainees
12
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1.0Km

I he %km k Orientation Questionnaue %vas devised to
measure attitudes, goals,
behets and intentions %%UN respect to the world of '.s or k
I he questionnaire consists of
:

se el al sets of questions about %yolk that are to be rated on four-step ladders"
rang-

ing, tor example, nom

cc to "disagree.** Both a sell-administering. torm and a

home-inter s leVi tor IN, %%ith questions mead by the inter %rover, have been
created .

stvta or

s ii oPsit
Data have been gathered on some 1400 WIN trainees and
ete !actor analyzed to teld clusters ot items defining %or k orientations. Cloodsvin
:

(1971} suggest, that, xxith appiopriate refinement, the 11v ork
Orientation Questionnaire
might he used to help MINI slat t acquite mme accurate perceptions
of their trainees'
vvork orientations tor Suhsequent use in counsehng and Nacement.

Avin it AI
`vino.. this instrument vv as dev eloped only in a preliminary research
stud\ and no extensisc iehabilits or S alicht data are available, it should be
considered
primarily as .1 source ot ideas tor use tn employment and training
situations %here
meastii emetic ot %sot k orientation may he important.
At t I ss: Copies ot the tesearch repot t ate av atlahle Ii mu Du. I
eonat d II. Goodys in,
I he Brookings Institution, \Nashington,
20036.

I Inv

Indik %talk MotisatIon Scales
.

st KIP 1 tos,: Inters le% -format test designed to estimate work motivation

Foksw : rhe inters lesser reads a collection of statements and asks the
interviewee
ss hether he she agrees strongly, agrees mildly, is undecided, disagrees mildly
or disagrees strongl. Nlso, data are collected by has ing the interviewee choose one of four
possible endings to unfinished statements read by the interviewer. Six
areas of motiva-

tion are assessed: the motise to work, the motive to avoid work, the
expectancy to
ssork, the expectancy to as oid work, the incentive to work and the
incentive to avoid
work. In a research study, I ndik (1966) found that these scales
were modestly related to
training and placement success for MDTA enrollees. An important finding was that the
mons ational characteristics that seem to facilitate stable employment
are not necessarily those that facilitate success in training. No further work with this
instrument apparentls has been conducted, and normative, reliability and validity data
are not available.
A pp!

I It rs : SI !we this instrument has received
only research use so far, it would primards be a source ot ideas for employment and training agencies concerned
with the
measurement ot mmis at ion to work .

Act Fs.: copies ot the research repot are asailable from Dr. Bernard lndik.
Rutgers
Ne% Brow.% ici. NJ 08903.

It rt or ii si: Jorgensen Interpersonal
Relationships Scales
st KIP r it
fsso instruments designed for it research study of the relationship of
interpersonal tacilits to placement success

13
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FORMA!: .fhe Socrat l'ocahulan. Index consiqs of six scales: (1) the Self-Concept Seale,

a 20-item test of opinions of self consisting of statements beginning with "I am
response% are chosen from frequency alternatives (most of the timehardly ever);
(2) the SO-Ac(vptance Scale, a 20-ttem adjective check list; (31 the Ideal Sell Scale with
the same items 3s the self.concept scale except that the statements ;are stemmed "I
would like to he . .";
Corwept ot Others Scale with the same items but stemmed
"Other people are
(5) a ; ocabutary Scale designed to measure subjects' reading
comprehension; and 161 a Social Desirability Scale consisting of 33 statements about
personal behavior which the subject is asked to rate true or false for himself.
rhe Revrsed Interaction Scale, the other instrument used in this study', is a Iwo-part
paper-and-pencil questionnaire that is used by both counselor and counseke to rate the
counseling interactton.
.

.

In a study using the two instruments with rural rehabilitation
client% (Jorgensen et al., 1968), signifkant differences in test scores were found
StAtiF OF DF% F1OPMF ti 1

:

between female%

ho obtained their own job% and those who had placement assistance.
These modot result% suggest some possible utility of the measures for predicting which
client% need placement set % ices. No other normative, reliability or validity evidence is
available.

APP1 ICA! los: Since this instrument ha-s been used only in research, it would primarily
be a source of tdea, for eniploy ment and training agencies concerned with measure-Thent of interpers)nal relationship% as a component of success in obtaining a job.

Aucyss: Dieme instruments are available from G.Q. Jorgensen at the University of
Utah, Salt I ake Cit!,. Utah 84112.

1.111.1. OF I FS

DI-MI(11'110N :

: Mandell N1C Program Interview Forms

lnterie % form% designed to gather data about job perceptions of

Neighborhood Youth Corp (NN C) enrollees
FORMA r: Question% for enrollees are phrased in simple language in these instruments.
Since inter% iev.% are conducted indiv idually, the interviewer is permitted to adapt word-

ing of questions to the respondent's level of understanding. The forms used include a
general section for all groups of subjects, with separate background forms for enrollees
and super% hors and employers of NYC enrollees studied in this research (Mandell,
Blackman & Sulhv an. 1969). One of the study's purposes was to compare enrollee perception% with those of supervisor% and employers. During the interviews, data were collected for the following % ariahles from supervisor% and employers; skills, tolerance for
behav tor variability . employer-employee relationship, supervisor-employee relations
and employee benefits.
F lOPMF ti : rhese intervie v. forms were developed for research uses only,
and no validity normally e or reliability data are available.

S Emit- oF

ANN IC 4110ti the potential utility of these survey forms for other assessment purposes
does not seem to be very great, although they could be used in certain assessment program% for obtaining perception% of applicant% regarding job-related variables.
14
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At-t-t-ss: copies ot the research report are aYailable from Dr. Wallace
Mandell at
Wakoft Research ('enter, Staten Island. New York.
I tut-

Ninireading Aptitude lest Batter, tNA111)

Ousca IP I los : I he NM 11 consists of 14
tests measuring the same nine aptitudes mea-

sured hy the GAI.B. It was deYeloped for use with indisiduals
who do not have sufficient literacs skilk to take the (Atli.

h)Rsi.At: lhe NAIR measures aptitudes in the following
areas: intelligence, verbal
aptitude, nunierical aptitude, spatial aptitude, form perception,
clerical perception,
motor coordination, linger dexterity and manual dexterity. Apparatus
tests are used
for measuring finger dextertty and manual dexterity, and the
other test portions are
designed for paper-and-pencil format. It requires about 3'4
hours to complete; some
of its subtests inY olse no reading or vocabulary skills
at all. Others use familiar
stimulus objects wtth %Inch es en the most seriously disadvantaged should
be familiar.
NAIB manual (I.'S DOI 1970b) contains information
on administration, scoring
and interpretation. Paper-and-pencil test booklets and answer sheets
are integrated,
and machine scoring is as ailahle through National Cofnriuter
Systeths in Minneapolis.
St Atil- ++1- DI.VVItnIMFN t

he NAM was originally developed in recognition of the
shortcomings ot ihe OATH for use in employment and training
agency services to the
seserely disadyantaged. Extensise normative and reliability data
are available, and
studtes hay e been under way for some time.

APPIttAtlitti: 11e NATH is an instrument of choice. particularly
when the
GAtli NAM Screening Dolce is used, for seriously disadvantaged

applicants in

employ ment and training agency service programs, where
a general measure of intellectual aptitude Is required.

Act Fss: Information about asailability

of the NATH and associated manuals and scoring materials can he obtained from state Employment Service
offices.

I itti oF list. Oral Directions lest
Di st

directions

Direct measure of an applicant's ability to understand and follow oral

Foasim I he applicant responds by marking the answer document in
accordance with
instruoions dictated on a cassette tape or record. It requires 15 minutes
to administer
and is also aYailable in a Spanish-language Yersion.
St Aca nt- hut ii 01,Mt-

: the Oral Directions lest v.as deseloped as an aid to selecting
more able workers among applicants has ing a limited education and among applicants

with limited 'knowledge of EnOsh. According to the test publisher, it is suitable for
selecting applicants for mamtehance and serY ice work in public institutions,
transpor.
tation systems. stores, hotels. etc., as well as in factories and shops. Information
on
normalise, reltabilits and yahdity data is asailable in a test manual.

Is

APPLICATION Thk test may have some applicability in employment and training agencies for use as dgeneral ccreening device.
ACCESS: As ailable fiuni the Psychological Corporation, New York

.,
TITLE OE rEs

Picture Interest Exploration Survey (PIES)

DESCRIPTION: A career interest inventory presented in a visual, nonreading format

FORMAI.: The PIES is designed to help in the investigation of individuals' vocational

interests and to apply this information to pursuing career goals. A PIES test kit
includes 160 color slides, 2 slide trays, 1 audio tape, 2ets of career reference cards, 1
student-teacher manual and 50 respcmse sheets. Colored 35mm slides are utilized to
depict 12 specific coieers within each of 13 career clusters. The career-cluster system is
based on the Occupational Outlook Handbook and is cross-referenced to the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. Each slide shows a worker's hands performing a task considered to be representative of a particular occupation within a career cluster. Users
indicate interest in a particular career by circling the number of that slide on their

response sheet. The survey may be administered individually, in a group, or selfadministered. Users may determine their own "score," or interests, by simply counting
the number of items they circled and then determining which career cluster contained
the most items marked. Because hands are depicted performing tasks, the developer of
PIES claims a minimum of distraction or bias in occupational selection due to physical
attractkeness of the workers or ethnic, sex or racial characteristics.
STAGE OF DEVELOPMEN r:

PIES has been developed primarily for use with adolescents,
and a validation study (Eubanks, 1977) was conducted using this population. Norma-

tive, reliability and validity data are available in Eubanks' report. Validity in the
Eubanks study %vas assessed using a concurrent measure (comparison with other vocational interest test scores), and there is to date no concrete evidence as to the actual efficacy of PIES in predicting career selection or facilitating the career-couaseling process.
APPI ICA TION : Employment and training agencies dealing with youth service programs
might consider using PIES as a career exploration or counseling tool although it lacks
clear Yalidity data.

Acci-ss: PIES is a% allable from Education Achievement Corporation. P.O. Box 7310,
Waco, ICYas 76710.

Ft- s r : Program for Assessing Youth Employment Skills (ROES)
DI-tiCRIP ION A hatter!. of %e'en tests designed specifically for use with disadvantaged
youth in guidance counseling

FORMAr: PANTS consists of three separate booklets: Booklet
ontains three attitudinal measures: Booklet 2. three cognitive ones; and Booklet 3, a vocational interest
inyentory. Joh.holding ski11. auitude toward supervision and self-confidence are the
three major attitude areas coy ered. Cognitive measures of job knowledge, job-seeking
1
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skilis and practical reasoning are also surveyed. The
measures are designed t'or adolescents and young adults with low verbal skills; pictures help to clarify
many of the questions presented. the pictures in this."unisex" test battery are designed so that all items
are equally appropriate for males and females.
PAVES is administered orally to small groups in an informal
manner. Students mark
their answers directly in a test booklet. the measures are scored locally,
using scoring
directions provided. so that couns-4ors can get quick score results.
S (Ma ul I))-%,

OPMF Si I ; PAVES is based on a series of research and test-oevelopment
studies, undertaken by Freeberg and his colleagues at Educational
Testing Service,
resulting in 11h-development and experimental application of the "ETS
Test Battery for
Disadvantaged \ out h.'' described in Backer (19721.
the original test-development effort, sponsored by the Department
of Labor, began
with a logieal analysis concerning test format (Freeberg, 1968). Backer (1972)

reviews
these test-de% elopment procedures. Subsequent research iticluded developing
criteria
for test validation ftreeberg &
1971) and a longitudinal validation study (Free-

berg. 1974; !Iceberg & Shtmberg. 1976). Results from validity studies
to date have
been modest, hut available ev Idence does suggest that the measures
may have some
potential tor uso fn istodance work with disadvantaged youth.
At the present time, a revised version of a user's guide for PAVES is
being prepared,
as is a technical manual that will provide a fairly comprehensive discussion of the
rationale for the test constructs and their design. This manual also will
summarize
results obtained in the validity studies mentioned above. Four of the
seven measures
(job knowledge, ioh.hokhng skills. job-seeking skills and self-confidence)
are currently
in use nationwide Fy the U.S. Department of Labor for program evaluation purposes
with longitudinallY obtained samples of youth program enrollees. The
evaluations
include ,:ollection of post-program outcome data and, thus, provide
an opportunity to
develop larger -scale norms and to look at predictive validities for the four
measures.
Updated validity information will he fed into subsequent revisions of the technical
manual

APPI it Arlo's: In the users guide for PAVES, it is explicitly stated that the battery

should not he used to determine program participation, nor is it to be thought of
as a
substitute tot counseling hut rather as a supplement to it. The PAVES guidance battery
is seen h% its des elopers as a tool that deals with aspects of basic employment training
consideied essential in more vocational and work training programs. Further
validity
data will he needed in order to establish that PAVES can have a significant impact on
guidanct decisions
ss the test batter% administrator's
manual and user's guide are available from
Cambridge Book Cowan% , New York.

liitt of lisi
Di-st RIP I

System

Inter% iew Check List (SIC1.)

ocational interest checklist tor use in the Cleft. Job Man Matching

/7
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FoastAT: Examinees complete this checklist without supervision, indicating behavioral
units of wor.k (comeptualized along the dimensions "things, people and ideas") they
like best and dislike most; then they indicate those they hase done most and those they
have done least. the checklist is scored to produce two applicant profiles: one describes
activities preference, the other actisities experience, arranged according to 16 dimensions of work. Results can then be compared with data on the characteristics or the
jobs, organited along the same basic dimensions.
SLAW-

DEVHoPMFNI: Initial deselopment of the Job Man Matching System and
the SICI are described m Celt St Hecht (1971). Conceptual underpinnings of this system, and its application in a number of settings, are given in Cleft' (1977). The latter
publication includes details on seseral salidation studies that have been completed
using the Job Man Matching System. Reliability data also are provided. Information
is gisen on an operational system for the Cleft' lob / Man Matching process that
includes computer analysis and profiling 4 results, based both on information gathered about applicants front the MCI and information collected about jobs. Uses of
this approach, with a number of adaptations as required for local circumstances and
different types of clients, are gisen for an employm,nt and training agency (City of
Cincinnati), prisate industry, and an adaptation by PREP. Inc. (see description of

COAFS, below ). A separate salidation study of the Job/Man Matching System
(Nathanson, 1975) also is described.

APPIWATIos: the Cleft* Job Man Matching System (CJMS), and the Self Interview
Check List (S11.1 ), which is the basic instrument for gathering client data, have
received sufficient research attention to be ready for operational use in employment
and training settings. the reader is referred to the description below of COATS for
what is perhaps the best-deseloped application of this approach.

Accuss: Mailable from Dr. Samuel Cleff at the Center for Human Technology,
Princeton, Ness Jersey

Ti IL F OF Ti-sr; Tolerance for Bureaucratic Strut lure Scale (TBS)

DESCRIPTIoN: Questionnaire intended to measure extent to which an individual has a
preference for jobs typical of large bureaucratic organizations (i.e., highly structured
obs)

FORMAI: The tolerance for Bureaucratic Structure (TBS) Scale was developed as part
of a study designed to create conceptual and operational tools for achieving a more
accurate match of persons to jobs. The TBS Scale is a self-report questionnaire with
43 items written in simple English. Sample items are, "I would like to have a job where
I could set the hours" or "If everybody obeyed the rules at work, there would be fewer
accidents." Each item is rated on a four-point scale (strongly disagree-strongly agree).
SrAou OF DEVEIOPMEN

In some preliminary validity studies, ..ipificant, although

modest, correlations %ere obtained between bank employees' TBS scores and ratings
by supers Isors Some further salidity data from employment and training applications

of the rus Scale are contained in a test manual available from the instrument pub18

9

hshet

!his manual also prosides information on test administration
and normative
and ic:iability data (eneral background on the I liS Scale
it are contained in Baker et al (1974).
NPPI

I 10%

and the concepts underlying

In its present stage of des

elopment. the tolerance for Bureaucratic
St! uctute Scale is probabls not teads tot operatmnal
use in employment and training
settings hut could sets e as a saluaMe source ot ideas
or could he used as a counseling
tool. especialls with respeo to lob opportunities
requiring a person to adjust to a high
degree ot structure and bureau..ratic regulation.
t-Fss: Asailable t rom the Center for Polic), Research, Ne% York
lint. OF 1 us : heng Rating Scale%

Di 5( RIPt loS Short scales for
measuring sell-perception, locus ot control and need for
achievement

1-1timkt: Ilie seng Rating Scales wer; developed in
three related studies designed to
investigate relationships between work-related characteristic% of
vocational rehabilitation trainee% and personality variables. locus of control was measured
in Twng (1970)
using the Rotter Internality-EAternality Scale; need for achievement
was measured in
Vseng (1972a) bv the achiesement scale of the Edwards Personal
Preference Schedule;
and self percept ion in Tseng (19'2h) using a rating scale
devised by the investigator.
Siva- 01
vt toPsus t : Each of these studies related %cores on the test
instrument
used to sariahles such as job proficiency, employability
and training satisfaction of
rehabilitation clients. Some efforts were made to adjust for
low reading levels or lack
of (est ewenence by participating research subjects
(e.g., via individualized testing sessions), but the researcher acknowledge%
that these measures have relatively little to recommend them for use ssith seriously disadvantaged indi
iduals. Correlations between
test scores and perfor manc: chteha are quite modest.
3

APP1 It 4110% Both because of limitations in use of these
instruments with the severely
Liisadvantaged. and because the result% obtained by tseng
are quite modest, these scales

probably can serve only as a source of ideas for application in
employment and training settings
Nt

i ss

ailahle troin M.S. I seng at West Virginia ['tits ersits
%ocational Opinion Index IV011

Ib.si Kap t

Short paper-and-pencil instrument used to measure iob readiness

si I he WI consists ot 58
items which can be answered in about 20 minutes. It
can he admirust CT ed either in group settings or indisidually. Anyone
who can read
1- nglisn or Spanish at the titth-grade les el should be able
to respond meaningfully to all
the questions I here are Iwo forms 0-orms
A and II) of the VOI as ailahle in both
nghh and spamsh I here are also A and B
forms which can he used for follow-up
one the person has lett a training program.
19

Because of the complex computer %coring required by the VOI. Associate% for
Research in Behavior, the test publisher, ha% established a scoring service. Completed

VOIs mailed to ssociate% for Research in Behavior will he scored and a diagnosis
report will he mailed hack within 10 days. Each respondent's answer% are added to the
data base so that diagnoses provided use the most up.to-date data available.

14%1-10M
1 he VOI is the product of a series of research studies conducted by the Associates tor Research in Behavior (Wolf. Jackson & Einego Id, 1971;
Benson & Whittington, 1973; Benson & Whittington, 1974).
The VO1 detei mines an individual's job readiness by assessing three psychological
diniensions:
SIAtik-

1

:

Attractions to work
1 osses associated with obtaining and maintaining a job
Barrier% to employ ment

Eor those individual%

ho score lovv on job readiness, the VOI also provides a diag-

nosis of reasons contributing to the individual's classification as a potential nonworker. This diagnosis can he used to develop a remedial prescription to help an individual develop a more work-relevant posture and attitude.
the VOI a% designed. tested and normed specifically for a disadvantaged population. Norms are based on the response% of over 2.(k)0 males and females from 13
MDIA centers across the country The normative sample vvas comparable to the
national MI) IA population with respect to age, sex, race/culture and education.
.

APP1 IC 4110N : Although the validity data on the VOI are still quite modest, it may have
some operational utility in certain employment and training settings.

Accuss: Available from the Associates for Research in Behavior, inc.. 34th & Market
Streets, Philadelphia, PA 19104

1

Nork Relevant Attitudes Inventory (WRAI)

WR1P1111%: Instrument for use in evaluating the effectiveness of employment and
training programs
FORMAI : I he WRAI grew out of a larger research program concerned with the effectiveness of selected NYC programs (Walther, 1970). The test consists of 26 items
arranged into three scales: optimism, self-confidence and unsocialiied attitudes.
s I OM:
alther (1975) reports the use of the WRAI in two longitudinal studies: (a) a study of out -of school Neighborhood Youth Corps (NYC) programs
in tour cities ins olv ing 502 subjects and in which the WRAI was administered three
times; and (h) a studs of the second demonstration of a New Educational Program
(NEP.2) in five employment and training program% involving 526 subjects. Results
indicate that the W RAI was able to ditferentiate between subjects making a "good"
and a "poor" adjustment to work, that the change in WRAI scores while participating
in the NYC program vvas in a positive direction for subjects making a "good" adjust-

SRO- 11
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sc

ment to work, and negative for subjects making a "poor"
adjustment. Further information on reliability and validity is available in Walther (1975). The
author feels that
the W RAI can be used both

as a measure of program effectiveness in manpower service
delivery systems and as a help in diagnosing the needs

ot new program participants.

APPI ICA TION :

Sufficient reliability and validity ev idence is available to permit consideration of the W R Al for use as a diagnostic tool as well
as an assist to counseling.
Acci-ss: Walther (1975) includes a copy of the WRAI, and the
report is available from
the author, Dr. Regis Walther, at George Washington University,
Washington, D.C.

WORK SAMPLE SYSTEMS
Background. Work sample approaches for assessing job-relevant
characteristics of severely disadvantaged people have received much
attention in the last
few years. Developments have been reported in the
popular press (newspapers,
Business Week magazine, etc.); work sample
systems such as those developed
by J.I..V.S. and COATS are now being
used by employment and training
agencies across the country.
The work sample technique has been traced back
to the beginning of this
century. Hugo Munsterberg built a model streetcar to use in selecting
streetcar
operators in 1910 (Hoffman, 1969). After World War 11, the Portvillez
school
in Belgium evaluated the potential of disabled soldiers
for trade training by
having them briefly try out activities in the available
trade classes. In rehabilitation of the physically or mentally handicapped, pioneer
development efforts
at the Institute for the Crippled and Disabled (ICD) extend back to the 1930s.
At 1CD, staff members first used standardized tests as part of
rehabilitation

counseling about 1930. They discovered that most physically or mentally
handicapped people performed poorly on these tests and often
were erroneously deemed unemployable. Such aptitude tests usually
emphasized speed,
accuracy and types of life experience that were 'neither within the sphere of
competence of the handicapped nor particularly relevant to the
types of jobs
that they might actually hold. ICD thus began developing
work samples as an
alternative means of evaluating the vocational potential and
rehabilitation
needs of its clients.
In principle, all work samples represent activities or components of activities
abstracted from actual job tasks. Many work samples are highly similar to real
job tasks 4nd simply substitute job production tools and materials for paperand-pencil tests or special test apparatus. Thus, for example, a work sample
designed to appraise manual dexterity for a production-line assembly job
might require that the examinee assemble nuts and bolts or electrical components in a certain sequence. Even though materials and pro:xdures may not be
identical to what the examinee would be doing were he placed on an actual fac21
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tor% assembls line, the work sample noertheless is tar closer to the reality of
%sot k than a paper and pencil test intended to measure the same abilhy.
Some other work sample ssstems described here utiliie a different approach:
although measur ement i bated on obsersing behasior as M the above description, the tasks required in the sample may actually be abstracted from real job
tasks, so that the samples do not especially resemble the jobs for which they
are measuring traits. .Although Nork sample systems of this sort have lower
"face salidu% (that is, resemblance to real jobs which, among other things,
can increase client acceptance of and motivation for assessment), they can permit measurement that is more clearly related to %hole groups of jobs and job
shills, such as those in the D01.*
the deselopment of standardlied work samples for use in appraising workreloant characteristies is basicallN the same regardless of the job types or the
client population of Interest. Occupational areas are selected, particular jobs
arialsied in 'order to ident0 their functional componenis, and work sample
tasks de% ised that ss ill represent some or all of these acti% ities. The job analysis

itself ma% be performed through questionnaires sent to employers, interviews
ith super% isors or actual obsersation of the job-in-process. Development of

normalise, reliability and salidits data then can proceed as for any other
assesstnent technique.

Much has happened in the held of work sample systems since the early
et torts mentioned abose. Since the author's 1972 discussion on this subject,
there ha, been' a con,iderable proliferation of commercial doelopmeni in this
t reld. ticre. a total ot ss stems are described, follow ing the same capsule format as used tor the paper-and-pencil instruments. Included are "old-timers"

uch as

R and .1.1..\ .5. plus newcomers such as COAT S (s hich actually
includes components Mho than work samples in its system) now being s ery
Ilea% its pr omoted tor use in emploment and training agcncies.
I itti )t s

1 Cumprehensise Occupational Assessment and

Training kibstem WO
st tO i'i [(1%.

udcs. 1.s

st

Mulfloimpouen, a"essinein ssstern measuring rising skills, emploNahilk per tor math:e :apahillt and Joh matching

I her e .ne tom hatc .:Otnponeuts to COAtti: ioh matching. emplos ability
Attitude.. %or k samples and litiig lolk. I he 10 %WI' k samples are each packaged sepat aid\ m pot table ,:ontamet PRI-P. Inc . the doeloper of (OA1S, estimates that it
equtt e n t orn 2s to t14) houl to Olin plete the entire process. Administration is audiot)loa %i

% Is:I.11 in format and cs.ept tot the %%or I. sample component %%Inch does require an
Of

.1

I., -.;:01: .`1 !tit: rt `, .rtrd sons of this ap1'ro.u.11, see the papets h Dinin, \.ido1-40. aria
t

h \I,

IN' '1

e% aluator the e%aluation pr oedur
es %:411 proceed either with an independent

or %kith the ,Itent .tione s%:oring. is per tor med hy eomputer at PREP, Inc.

evaluator

0

as originally designed tor use in employment and training agencies
and in
se,ondar% education guidance proyrams. Separate looselear manuals
ate provided tor
ea,h component I hese manuals eontam details
regarding adnmustration, interpretation o1 results and suggestions tor %or king IA it h clients on each
component. as well as a
summar% ot the research studies and
de%elopmental methodology used for each component .% sepal ate manual also is pr o ided for each w ork sample.
I ormat ot the sstern's four prineipal components is as follows:

Joh %latching sstem I hi . eomponent matches the person with job and training
opportunities. I he s% stern IS based on the degree to which workers approach
or
oid In specitic skill categories. I he client uses the
program to identify his own

I

clef en,:es, experiences and :apahilities In three stages:

a

titteen
cartridges present photographs and drawings
deph.-ting actr%ntes trom each ot the skill categories. Fie cartridges
deal with
o or kei p1 eterences. 11%e with ewer tence arid 11%e with capabilities.

h

Piewription

%se% %Men!

I he ehent uses the int ormation gained during the assessment
phase to plan and per form acti%ines designed to help him learn about
himself
and lob lequirements I hese actRities are contained in a Student Handbook.
1U/141110n
I he diellt carries OW the pre% toast% planned exercises and plots his
pi Ogi ess.

I mploabilit Attitudes stem In this component, the client
determines what his
attitudes and heha% tor .tre and compares them with the attitudes that
employers see

2

as hong important tot the hiring, pi omoting, or tiring of an employee.
Thirteen
lob seeking attitudes and 23 tob.keeping and tob-athancing
categories are used.

again %rrli three stages.

1,,e,vnenr Nis audio% isual %.'altralges containing what the doeloper calls 25
"real lire ad% ent tires are used.

pre., rwrion

I

crcie m the student IlandbooA help the client interpret the

results and compare his results with employer data.

taluaturn

Clients keep track 01 their attitude doelopment by charting their

.1,0%ines on 1 earning .\,11% icy Maps. Criteria for successtul completion of
the

ao .ines are own

or.. samples stem Pm esentk the COAIS Vnlanis 10 %%ork samples that were
de% eloped on the basis ot content analysis 01 tasks common
to lob
Drafttkv, Metal Construction; Sales; Wood Construction; f.00d Prepaf.cion. ittedi;a1 .ser% ices. 1 ra% el Ser% ices; Barbering-Cosmetology:
and Small
ri i tie
(

1

I he same Inlet. stage, are insolsed in the system:

1,t.,,,,rent Instru,nors are contained in audio% tsual cartridges. Each work
sample .onfains o,-,:upatronal Information %%Inch is used to elicit the degree
of
hem interest in the %%of k sample. I he instructions are gi%en in a step-h-step
in.umer and the ,,Illtidge stops v.lien a task is to he performed.
23

b. PreverrpoonAtter computer scoring, the client uses a Student Handbook to
interpret his results.

c. Evahraiton the client further investigates jobs related to preferred work samples and per forms add:nonal job-related tasks that were not included in thy %vork
sample.

4. Living Skills System the component deals with what skills are needed to be functionally literate in contemporary society. The program classifies literacy into skills

(reading. writing. computation, problem solving, and speaking-listening) and
know ledge areas (consumer economics, occupational knowledge, community
resources, health, and government-law), and has three phases:

a. As.vessment --Six cartridges containing 18 "advemuies" are used to evaluate literacy skills and know ledge areas.

b. Prow-11)1ton-- The skills and knowledge areas are reported to the client in a 5 x 5

mums. Weak areas ar: identitied using a Student Ikndbook.

c. EvaluationIndtidualited objectives are established and the client works
toward raising his literacy levels w here necessary.

r: I och (1977) describes the initial impetus for development of
the COM S system as PREP, Inc.'s awareness that no comprehensive system existed
that could provide assessment information across the areas the system now represents.
MAUS incorporates Cleff's job man matching system, the Adult Performance Level
Srmit. OF

(API) measure of functional .literacy, and data on work sampling developed by
Project CAREER. The orientation of COATS' developers from the beginning was to
make the best use of what was already known in the area of vocational assessment and

to employ an audiov isual format wherever possible. Details of the development of
('oArs is available in loch (1977) and in several research reports published by PREP,
Inc.
Evaluation of the COATS system thus far has been relatively informal, mostly clinical estimates of the utility of the system by users. Selected components of the COATS
system, such as the Cleft* job man matching system, have been subiected to more
extensive evaluation (see description of (leff system above).
APPI it'AtION: the COATS assessment system has been carefully designed with attention to the best of what is know n about client assessment, is specifically intended for
employment and training populations and makes good use of audiovisual materials
that may be more appealing to the severely disadvantaged than traditional paper-andpencil testing. It is probably the most complete approach to client assessment now

commercially available but is also of potential value in that each of its main foursystem components can he used independently. Indeed, the writer has evidence from a
number of local employment and training agencies that independent units of COATS
are now being incorporated into assessment programs, and it is suggested that any
agency considering the implementation of COATS determine first whether the entire

system is required, or only part of it. PREP, Inc. provides computer processing of
assessment relults and training in the use of the system for a fee.

24
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One important caution is that, despite high face salidity, the entire coArs system

has not yet been evaluated. so its o% erall elf ectiseness remains speculative.

Acci-ss: Asailable from PRET, lnc , Trenton, NJ

1.111.1 01- SI si

st: Hester Esaluation System

DEscairt ION : Battery of psychological tests used to measure vocational potential
Fomvim : [he Hester Fs aluation System is a series of 28 psychological tests, grouped

into seven factors and based on the Dictionary ot Occupational Titles analysis of
worker traits required tor different kinds of jobs. the system's develupers suggest that
about fis e hours is required to complete all of thelesting. The client completes 28
paper-and-pencil tests, atter which computer soring is available through Chicago
Good% ill I ndust ries

.

he score groups are as follows: unilateral motor abitiiy, bilateral motor ability,
perceptual-motor coordination, intelligence, achievement and physical strength. A
number of standard psychological tests are used as part of this battery, and most do
not require reading abilities since they are not verbally oriented tests. Once testing is
complete (including interview input on the client's orientation towards people activities
at work), data are input to the computer, and a report is returned to the counselor. This
report includes a printout ot worker trait groups identified as likely match-es, based on
information supplied about the client, and a selected list of job titles together with their
physical limitations, working conditions, GED, etc.
Reliability and validity data are available in the Hester manual, although the amount
of Yalidity eyidence presented directly is very limited.
S:

LoPMI es I : General information about the Hester Evaluation System is
available in Taylor (1977).
APPI ICA I ION: Uhe Hester 1 s aluation System provides considerable information
regarding clients' psychophysiological and perceptual-motor characteristics. The extent to which this information would be directly useful in employment and training set-

tings, es en given the Goodwill computer report printout of worker trait groups and
specific lobs, veould depend upon what kinds of clients and potential services were
included. Also of concern is the lack of validity data on the system, although some of
the individual tests within it are well-validated psychological instruments.
Ac.ci ss: Available from Goodwill Industries of Chicago,

ritit

11.

%II SI: Jets ish Employ ment and Vocational Sersice (J.E.V.S.) Work Sample

System

t)isi KIN u

Package ot 28 work samples designed primarily for use in vocational

assessment ot disadvantaged and physically disabled people
1014M

the .1.1..V.S. System was originally developed for disadvantaged popular ions.
the system is orgamied around the worker trait group arrangements found in the Dic25
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tionurv of Occupational 1
I he 28 work samples that constitute the system represent 10 ot these worker trait gt oups: (1) handling; (2) sorting. inspecting and measuring; t tendmg; (4) manipulating. (5) routine checking and recording; (6) classifying
and tiling. (') inspeeting and stock heck mg; (81 et aft smanship; (9) eostuming. tailoring and dressmaking. and (10) draltmg. I he samples are intended to he administered
progressist:Is s ith the client star trng ss it h the simplest work sample and proceeding in
order through the ss stein to the most complex. 1 he w or k samples are administered in
an ens it minion which resembles .1 I cal work sit uanon as closely as possible. Contact
with the es aluator is minimized in that feedback on per for mallet: and behasior occurs
di the end ol the es aluation proless.
Nil es aluato, 's handbook is supplied with the system. It eontains detaik regarding
layout. administration and siol I ng ot the ss or k samples. Nlost instructions are oral and
demonstr ated. %. ritten instructions are used only when relling is a typical requirement
in the wor ko Han group being sampled
Data generated by the I
S. S en) melude obsers anons made by the evaluator
on ehents as they progress through the work samples. 1 hese systematic obsersations
ale made on a list ot ckarls Jet med work-related behas tors and performance factors.
()hser sat ions at e made on the work sample record sheets pros ided with the system. At
the end ot ea:h das 's work these obsersations are summarized on daily observation
sheets. 1 malls information !tom the work sample record sheets and daily observation
sheets is summar tied into a luta( report form. Ibie final report form contains information about t he ellen! 's Mieresis, apm tides and w or k behas lot s.
I nue spent on e.i h won k sample is reeorded ott client record sheets. In addition. cli.

ent output is che.ked tot or tor s I he esaluator's handbook defines what constitutes
er rots lot ea, h ot the w or k samples I Inie in minutes and number of errors is consoled to three point rating scales using the client norms.
I he latest les ision and ep.msion ol the
System noffils tables was published
iii 196 Data were gather ed on 1.0-2 persons horn 32 facdities throughout the United
States ( ts elan nouns and doter ennal not ins 101 se\ and ty pe of faolity (Voeanonal
Rehabilitation. 1 mplosment and hauling.
Sehool and Mentalls Retarded
School ran e lIoss as ailablc

Purchaser s ot the 1 1- V.S. Ss stem must buy the whole system. Indisidual %ork samples jr e nor supplied I he ss 'tent 1, sold onl to taohtle., %%tiling to send an es aluator to

Philadelphia tor a one week training program. Ineluded in the price of the system is an
1.1 .V.S. socittIonal consultant. During this skit, the
entire laohrs's stalt is oriented to the work sample ss stem and is assisted in the setting
up ot an el It:ins,: es aluation unit. III addition, referring personnel are taught how to
on site 11.11111(1g s isit made bs a

best utilize %sot k sample losults

Ald in I )1 sill n'sri 's I 1 he 1,..wish 1.mploment arid Vocational Sers ice of Philadelphia tits! deseloped work samples al Its Work Adjustment Center, a socational rehabilnat ion t actin% 1hr ough the 1950. and the earls 1960s, Work Adjustment Center
personnel des eloped appr osimatels 150 work samples tor use with the clients sersed by

their work admstment program. I hese work samples formed the basis of vx hat was
later to her.-orne t he 1
S %%or k sample Ss stem. I he transfor [nation of these samples
into r he 1 1 \ S. ssston was accomplished w it h the support of the 11.5. Department of
1
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ahoy. After the relationship between J.1..V.S. and the
Department of Labor ended,
J.E.V.S. became the sole supplier of the system for the
entire United States.
Normatise, reliability and salidity data are asadable from the
publisher and also are
reported in seseral researh docements
1968). 1 he test publisher reports that

more than 400 J.L.V.S. Sork Sample System!, are currently in
use throughout the
United States.
APPIWAtION: lreads in use in a large number of employment
and training agency settings, the .1.1'.V.5. \ork Sample Ssstem would appear to hase
operational capability
for further applications, although the cost of iOng this
fairly complicated system,
which requires five to tesen 0.3 to complete with the
typical client, must he considered.

Auctss: Asai !able trom the VoCational Research institute, Jewish
Employment and
Vocational Serb ice, 1'00 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103

(n-Sis1FM: McCarron-Mal Nork U.valuationS)stem
ION: Sesenteen work samples designed to measure neuropsychological functioning of the mentalls retarded and mentally ill

l'ORMAr the NicCarron.Dial ss stcm contains 17 separate instruments
grouped into
fise factors:

I. Verbal covrtut yr Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (or
Scale) and the Peahods Picture Vocabulary Test

Stanford-Binet Intelligence

2. SensoryBender Visual Niotor Gestalt test and Haptdic Visual Discrimination Test
Motor ahattles
a. line Ntotor Skills Assessment: beads and hot; beads on rods; finger tapping;
nuts and bolts tasks; rod slide

h. Gross Ntotor Skills ssessment; hand strength; finger-nose finger
movement;
tumping; heel-toe tandem walk:standing on one foot

Emotional obsersational emotional inventory
5. inteeratunrcoping, San 1:rancisco Vocational Competency Scale
4.

ioral Rating Scale

and Dial Behav-

he tests, tasks and scales (which include both commercially available instruments
and some des eloped especially for this system) are grouped according to the five factors. the AIS and the StanfordBinet must be purchased from their appropriate publishers; all other necessary materials are packaged hy the McCarron-Dial publisher. A
hound offset manual contains all system details tor administration, scoring and interpretation.
The es aluation process begins with a client inters iew and then proceeds with admin-

istration of each of the test components. Completion of assessment factors 4 and
5
typicalls requires a period of placement in a work setting, most commonly a sheltered
workshop. The first three factors can he assessed in one day; two weeks of systematic
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obser anon in a work setting are needed to assess the emotional and integration-coping !actors. Administration, scoring, norms, format tor reporting and so forth are proided in the system manual
Si ta.

DFyi topyii

i

I he My( arr on-Dial is designed for the purpose of assessing

.

the nientalls disabled person's abilits to f unction. It uses a combination of widely
atxepted, inthYiduallY admimsteied psschological tests, assessments ot fine and gross
motor abilits and ap extended period ot obserYation. No reliability or salidity data 'are
current's aYallable.
Appi ii Amps :

eept for emplw.ment and training agencies that might haYe a significant population ot mentallY retarded clients, the McCarron-Dial would seem to haYe
limited application although it could he a source of ideas.

.Nut i ss: s ai fable trom Commercial Marketing Enterprises, 11300 North Central,
Suite 105, Dallas, I \ -5231

1111t. 01- Si s11-M: Micro-1.0%ER

los.: Battery, of 13 standardited work samples for assessing Yocational aptitudes ot rehabilitation clients
l'ORMAI: I he 11 work samples in Micro-rOWER are diYided into five general aptitude
groups. Four ot the samples haYe alternate forms to prevent copying during administration and tor possible use in retesting. Work samples are provided in the motor,
spatial, clerical, perception, numerical and verbal areas. All work samples are representatiYe of actual work tasks that indisiduals being assessed might be called upon to
pertorm in a lob (e.g taking telephone messages). This system is designed tor group
administration; required instructions to clients are recorded on cassette tapes. Total
testing time is about 15 hours. Details on scoring and requirements for training of
Yocational eYaluators ate pros ided in manuals included with the system. A Yariety of
scoring and reporting forms also haY e been constructed for use with this system.
SI I oPs11 's I rhe Micro-TOWER system is aimed primarily at a general
SlAt1 Of
rehabilitation population, hut the publisher asserts it can also be used with special edu:

cation students, the disadsantaged and adult offenders. rhe work sample techniques
haYe been designed to measure aptitudes defined and used in the Dictionary ol Occupational Titles I he results ire related to the aptitude requirements for entry-level jobs in

specific worker trait groups defined by DOI. A Yariety of normative data bases are
aYailableind the technical manual for the system includes some evidence on reliability
and YaliditY Accot ding to Backman (1977), predictiYe validity studies are still under
was , and results will be shared with users w hen these are available.
APPI Ic S110%. Micro TOW ER Aould seem to has e some potential for direct application

in employment and training settings and may have advantages over sonic other work
sample ssstems because ot its relative brevity and because it can he administered to
grours t at her than lust mdisidual clients.

At iss Aailahle from ICD Rehabilitation and Research Center, Ness York, NY
28
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Sstern Approach to Vovational Emanation (SM. 1E)

orgatuting tratnew or k for work sample type socational evaluation of

disadsamaged and disabled sets ice recipients.

I he SVE package consists of a compact manual with simple,
..tep-hy-step
instruk twits and a supply ot tor ins needed for soitional esaluat ion in reference to 47
skorker trait groups from the Ihcnonarv Occupational
Included in the package are esaluator instructions, sample figures
for easy use of
torn's, %sot k sample operation sheets and equipment lists,
norms and validity information and 1X ) 1 I etcrence material. I he kit includes suggested
requirements for setting
up %sot k samples to es aluate each of the IX) I areas required for a given assessment

ettort 1 he test publishet suggests that most needed materials will already
appear in
schools. es aluation t actinic% or industrial arts classes. Administration of
the full
s5stent requires about 14 : hours, and adequate training generally
is afforded by
caret ul reading ot the materials in the SAVL package.

sIki,1 (II DI SI loPslt s i : I he SAVE package sk
as deseloped primarily to provide a relaet% eass and mespensts e %1 a to obtain ocational evaluation information
organited
accordoig to :he schemas within the Dwtionary of Occupational Titles%
The SAVE
approach is unique in that commercially available work .1amples
can be substituted for
Timponents, and, thus. SAVE can be used as a framework for setting up a
socational es aluatton work sample system in a sariety of formats. Some limited data
on ieliabilits and salidits are presented in Cobb (1977).
t

ApPlu silo's: I he S W.I. approach to vocational evaluation is relatively inexpensive

and mas has e some applicabtlity to employment and training agency settings
in terms
ot planning and orgam/ing a work sample-type assessment system. Evidence
available
tot this ieport was too sketchy to indicate whether the system can be
used as more than
a solifV ot ideas and planning tools.
.At

t tont SAVE Unterprises, P.O. Box 5871, Rome, GA 30161

1 Hit n Sssif si singer ocational Esiduation Sstem
st

or mat

tnim si

ssstern WnIalning sonic 26 work samples presented in an audiovisual

\i proem the

olloss 114: work samples are contained in the system: sample

makin?. benh assembly dratting, electrical wiring, plumbing and pipefitting, carpentt
reltigeration heating-an conditioning, soldering-welding, office and sales clerk,

needle trades. masom %. sheet metal, cooking and baking, engine service,
medical ser-

ice, cosmetologs, data calculation and recording, soil testing, photo lab technician,
and production machine operating. Each work sample is self-contained in
a carrel and
instructions ate gis en using an audiocassette tape and film strip format, with the client
controlling the rate ot ad% ancement. this programmed material is occasionally supple-

mented with wiitten material. It all 20 work samples are given, approximately three
weeks mas he required for the total assessment process. Administration and scoring
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infor mation are pro% ided in a printed tnanual bound in a loose-leaf folder. Standard-

ized tornis ale included tor perlot mance and interest raung and tor summarizing
results.

SlAta- 01- Di% i I omit s t

I he %%Inver Company's in%ol% ernent %ith the rehabilitation

and emplo%ment and training tields began %hen it Aon a contract in 1965 to operate a
lob corps center. Since then, a di% ision of Singer has become one ot the leading pri-

%ate operatots of lob Corps centers in the nation. I he system is based in part on

l( )WL R (desctibed later in this sectiim). and since its initial introduction in late 1971
has been adopted h% approximatel% 1.0(X) agencies. schools and institutions. he system's approach is predicated upon a combination of subject selre%aluation and e%aluator obser% anon ot task related heha% tor and emphasizes self-moti%ated learning
thiough permitting the e%aluee a great deal of latitude in terms of pacing and the possibike% ol repeating cereal!: samples in the total process if necessary.
The s% stem is intended pi unarth for special-needs populations (e.g.. disad%antaged.

retarded. peo.sicalk handicapped. correctional). hut may he used "%ith non-

special groups as %ell. Since it relies on an audio% isual mode of instruction. it has special potential tor use \kith populations ha%ing limited reading skills and or prior aversi%e experien....e (or little experience) with paper-and-pencil tests. Cianna%ay (1977)
kner%ie%. the s%steni and gnes intormation about the a% ailability of norms. Claimaway
also revolts .orne itii t ial reliability data but comments that no predictise %alidity studies on the s% .tem hase as yet been published. lnfortnal e%idence front actual use of the
s%stem and a salidit% stuLts that %as completed but not published at the time of (lanna%a% 's publication are mentioned in the Gannimay paper. (ianna%ay also reports that a
significant resision ot the s% stem is currently under %ay . This will incorporate a number of technological adsanees .ts %ell as impro%ements based on field experience %%ith
the s%sretn.

ppi tc.110.: 1 he Singer VoCational 1%aluation System %ould appear to ha% e significant potential tot application %ithin an employtnent and training agency setting. The
System is %ell supported h% the tesouras for training and consultation or a large comtnercill enterplise. and the audios isual format seems particularly %ell suited for persons IA ith limited reading skills and poor prior eperiences %nit paper-and-pencil tests.
Ilosse%ei. hettet ykosions about the s% stem can he made after more %alidity data are
asailahle
Ss

Snifter I du...aron

areet Systems. SO Commerce Dri%e. Rochester.

ISN 14621
0

ittli

sststit latent ssessment Program IA P

m H ii iu o% Ratter% 01 perceptual and lie tent \ tests
1 OK N.1

I .

tests ate Indtided in the system: sttuctural and mechanical %isualiza

non. ,liscr 1111111.1[ton h% size and shape, discrimination hy color. tactile discritil illation.

discrinunation % it hour tools, gross de\terit), ith tools, circuital %isualization,
retention ot Nu:mural and mechanical detail. and structural and mechanical %isaaliza.f0

tion in greater depth. I he tests are packaged indisidually with a spiral-bound offset
manual. including some details tor administration and scoring. The last test in the battery is tor testing the hnuts sith clients who perfortn extremely well on the first 10

tasks; the des eloper estimates that only 10 percent of all clients would take this final
instrument .Administration is on an indisidual basis and requires two to two-and-onehal t houts
Si sta

fit
s
loptai-s,l: I his svstem is designed to pros ide fine details on the perceptual and demerits functioning or clients in a variety ot settings, and the developer does

not churn that the system assesses all socationally significant capacities and behaviors.
In tact, the manual states that other assesstnent det ices should be used in addition
to
the 1AP to obtain a complete es aluation of the client on tutors such
as vocational

interests. lob knowledge, and cogmtite and eonceptual abilities not measured even

,/

,indliectls in this hat ter%

Normalise data are as ailable tor high school student populations and for several
special populations. some et idence on reliability is gis en, but there is no data available
on %,nikin 01 t \P. General information about the
current development of the system
is ay

lable in Nighsw onger

Avvt it St los I his hatters might he of some use for special application in employment
and naming agencies w here the kind of information rAP provides may be useful in
making training or placement decisions.
.

At t i ss lalent Assessment Programs, 7015 Colby
As enue, Des Moines, IA 50311

liii r

u St st 1 M.
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testing Orientation and Vkork Ealuation in Renabilitation

1)1 st kW 1 los. Comprehensie smork sample assessment battery designed primarily
for

with the physically disabled

I tuts+ ti 1 he I t M
.:onsists ot oser 110 stork samples in the folkming 14 broad
occuNtional groups: clerical. drattmg. drawing. electronics assembly... jewelry manu-

t act in log. leather goods, let lei mg. machine shop. mail clerk, optical mechanics, pantoen aph eller at mg, sew ing machine operating. welding, and
workshop assembly (Rosenberg.
I he I( )xx I k st stem is designed primarily to estimate handicapped clients'
present

skills. !cal lung potential and loll training needs.
Job-performance factors such as
speed. .hc macs mechanical aptitude, personality t ariables and att;tudes are assessed.
Aniont: the !atm ai e mm or k habits (neatness and industriousness), success in relationships Anti supeisisot s or tellow workers, attendance and punctuality, work tolerance
and Ica. Hon to the total tt mitk situation (ability to adjust to the noises, temperatures,
odois and act it Wes t s pi, al tot industt lal lobs), trustranon tolerance, personal groom-

ing, and pet sonal lit eiene

thus. in addition to pros Ming data about lob aptitudes and skills, the roWER

sys-

tem ,OtiStlimo .1 kintik..11 tool that can be used to make inferences regarding a client's
emotional and attitudinal Aditistnient to Vork, work-related habits and other personal

3/
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characteristics important to lob success \ skilled esaluator can use behasioral oh- rNatIons horn %or k samples in much the sjthe Aa that a clinician uses preferred psy
etiological test instruments

Adnunisti anon ot the 1(M I k ss stem takes t tom Ilse to ses en weeks, during which
nme the esamince is esposed to all work samples within his or her physical and intellectual capacities. I he Institute tor the ( tippled and 1)isahled has.used I OWI.R to es alu
ate moie than (1,000 or thopedicalls and emotionally handicapped clients during the
past 20 sears. I he Institute also has assisted other rehabilitation facilities in implementing and using the I (
k ss stem, primarily through a series of training sessions
at ICI) (attended bs two 250 socanonal es aluator s since 19571.

SlAtd n 1)1%110i'Mk
I he I ()'s s k is probably the best-know n work sample system
III esistenee (Rosenberg., 1971). I OW L. R ha.. been widely applied in rehabilitation settings ludging trom testimonial es idence, thc I OWI.R sstern seems to base consider-

able potential tot use in ocational esaluaron ot the physically and mentally handicapped. Both clients and rehabilitation workers speak glowingly about the utility of the

assessment espet ience and the data

it gathers. How es er, the applicability of the system

"'the "Ilik""ahl disadantaged has not been clearly demonstrated. Moreoser, the empit Ica] es idence hearing upon the predictke sahdity of ("OWE' R for socational decision making has been, at least thus tar. somewhat disappointing.

In one of the maim studies of I ()W IR', practical utility, Rosenberg (1967a) found

that I 01\ I R cor es were. in general, not as successful in predicting socational success

as ssere training instructors' rating of clients. Correlations between TOWER scores
and socational instructors' ratings were lov., rarely esceeding .19. These discouraging
findings plus ditticulties in implememing the system in widely sarying facilities with
sars i n Job mai kets led Rosenberg (19ts7b) to conclude
that "the true salidity of
I OM.
remains unknown" tp. 481. IThese findings temper somewhat the glowing
testimonials t itm i ehabilitation w or kers and clients.
Rosenberg t 19") presents an update on eNidence asailable for the usefulness of the
(0\1 I R s stem I, Inmatels there is nista ficient es idence as to the predictiNe salidity
1he sisiem, although Rosenberg comments that ii is difficult to conduct research
designed tot specitic sahdation purposes because of the interrelationship of this type of
s oca t iona I assessment %I it h other aspects ot the sers ice-delis cry process.

NMI( 111o's

I he I (M. I- R .s% stem is quite lengthy and comples, and it has been
tor a rehabilit,:non population. It might also be applicable in cer-

designed pt !mar

tain employ incur and naming settings, although the issues ot administration time, s alidity and bask- cost would need to he carefully considered.
ss

I( I) Rehabilitalion and Research ( enter. 140 I ast 24th Street. Ness York, NY

10010

ssssiist
st RI1'111,\
woi ken

alpar

omponent

1e111 \sit]) .11`0111

ork sample b.% stem

A01k samples tot the with industrialls mimed
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k,

5'1

1.01txtxt

Samples m the ssstem include: small tools, sue discrimination,
numerical
Not ting. upper extt emits range of mot )11. clet teal coMprehension and aptitude,
independent problem solsmg, in ul t iie el sorting. simulated assembly.
%hole body range or
mon.m. tn) les el measly
esehandloot coot dr nation, and soklering. I he %York
samples ssete dock yed and are intended I or use as indisidual
components and are
not gtouped as an es aluanon ssstem. Separ ate onset manuals
are pros ided for each
w Oi k sample. IntormatItm oh administi anon. scoung and
norms is asailable in the
manuak
.

SI At a ut LIt

it

I he 1.11par system pros ides mdkidual \York samples that
appear to he r clans els ea.\ to administer and score. !mil% klual %York
samples could be
easils irk or porated into an existing esaluanon program. Ilosseser.
t's11 's I

there are difficul-

Iles 111 that the Ion tns and coot Jr na ted int ormanon required for
use of all the 12 sam-

ples .15 st " dem are not supplied Nor matis e information is asailable,
and some data

On I ellahilit%; no s ahdit y data appal ently are as adable.
%tin%

1 he 1.11par wluld appear to he most useful m employment and
training

settings %here there at: a sigint want number of industrially injured
workers to be
sets ed 1 hen the num matron
pros ided about range of motion and other factors
included in this ss stem ould be ot teal salue.
t

i ss.

11111 ()I
st

.tlpai (. or poral Ion. 655 Nortli Ak cm non, Suite 108, l'ueson. AI.

sit st

85716

mational Information and Fsaluation Work Samples (Vli1WS)

IV I its.. \\ or k sample system especially

designed for mentally retarded persons

I (gists!' I he In ss ot k samples

in this system are organited according to the Dictionary
of ()ecupalronal I tiles. and include samples in elemental, clerical,
machine and craft
areas of \sof k I our teen ot the ss or k samples ate indisidually packaged in
portable
plasm cabinets Dr ill press and machine-feeding
%York samples are permanently
mounted on a still ds wor k table
comprehenske manual contains all administrative

details. such as set op. es aluat of and client instrucnons and scoring
procedures. Com-

pletion ot the entire ssstern requires 20 to 35 hours. rhe samples
are intendr:d to be

adnunistered hy es aluator s train ed specifically in the VIEWS System.
1 IL 11 s es aluaies the socationai potential of the mentally retarded for
jobs in Nix
ss or ken ii sun gi our,
&nig no the Do I. I his N.)stein lot:uses
on Joh areas that are
sets .ommon III the national e(onomy and. more important. rob
areas %here many
!elm ded persons has(' t ound success! ul employ ment. It also separates
learning of skills
110111 a..tual per tor Manic!. and clients are t irst taught the task thoroughly
, prior to performing it tinder timed conditions tor s ocamonal assessment.
Ohs:n..111011. are made hs the esaluator as drolls pr
ess through the syork samples
Me M.1.1e on a won k sample ie.oid pros Idvd skull the system.
\I the end ot eas.h 1.ts s 55 of K. these ohsel Nations al
e siIIIM1,111/ed on a dark obsery a1

I Ion 10i in

"sIan.1.111II:Od hehas tot ohser sawn. ate orirhiried ss 101 wimps ion learnmg,
time and quality r per tor man..e ro jiiiidiise a sy eh orgam/ed
I CpOI I
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Industrial nme standards, Modular Arrangement of Predetermined time Standards (MODAP Fs). are available as well as normative data on a
client population. Dir. norm group is currently being expanded to include data from
some of the 200 VIE% S systems currently in use throughout the country. To date, no
reliability or validity data have been reported.
1 (WNW!:

Appl RATION : VIEWS would be appropriate for employment and training settings
where a significant number of mentally retarded individuals are being served, although
the system has not yet been validated.

Am.ss: i,,vailable from the Voeanonal Research Institute, Jewish Employment and
Vocational Service, 1700 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103
OF St slim: Vocational Interest Temperament and Aptitude System (VITAS)

DISCRIP nos: Work sample system designed explicitly for disadvantaged applicants in

(1 FA programs

Fokram: VI FAS is a vocational assessment system. It includes a battery of hands-on
activities to be used in a simulated work environment. It assesses work potential in
terms of interests, temperaments and aptitudes, as defined by the U.S. Department of
I abor in its Dictionary of Occupational Titles and its General Aptitude Test Battery.
Assessment requires two-and-one-half days. One work sample administrator and one
aide can assess up to five part tcipants at a time.
the system includes 21 work Samples construued of durable, reusable equipment
and material,. Software includes report forms and a detailed manual containing standardited procedures for setting up, administering and scoring VITAS. A representative
of each facility purchasing VITAS comes to Philadelphia for a week of training with
the developer that focuses on work sample theory and technology, report-writing
skills, recording observations, and specific instruction in the.administration of each
VI FAS work sample. An optional, extra-cost consultation visit by a representative of
the developer may also be obtained for further work in implementing the VITAS battery on site.
there are five steps in the VI TAS process: (I) an orientation interview; (2) administration of the work samples; (3) a motivational group session conducted at the end of
the first day of es aluation to reduce anxiety and increase client motivation; (4) a vocational interest interview which gives feedback on participants' performance and provides a beginrung for the counseling process; and (5) report writing lelding to final
vocational recommendations for consideration by the client's counselor. V iTAS relates
to 15 of the major worker.trait group arrangements in the DOT.
StAtik t*
OPMF Si 1 : Normative data are provided, but reliability and validity data
are not yet a% adable.

APP1 icA rms : VI FAS is one of the few work sample systems that has been developed
exphcitly for use with disadvantaged populations in CETA programs. It has been oriented specifically to provide the kind of input and to he arranged in the kind of format

that would make it maximally useful in an employment and training agency setting.
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These advantage% make it worthy of serious consideration by such agencies, although it
is still in an early stage of development and no data on its actual utility
are yet avail-

able.

Acci-ss: Available from the Vocational Research Institute, Jewish Employment
and
Vocational Sery ice, 1700 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103

Ii rt I- in- Sys t i st: Wide Range Employment Sample Test (WREST)

Di-scait, now Work sample system for primary use with mentally retarded
and physically handicapped individuals
FoRMAT: 'The 10 work sample% are: single, double folding, pasting and stuffing;
sta-

pling; bottle packaging; measuring; screw assembly; tag stringing; scratch pasting; collating; color and shade matching; and pattern making. Each work sample is independent, and a spiral-bound manual with photographs presenting system details is
available. the system may be administered either individually or in groups; administration
time is about one-and-one-half hours for a single client; small
groups of three to six
persons take about two hours. For each work sample, the manual describes the purpose
and gives the materials, scoring information and instructions. A photograph
is used to
insure proper layout. A summary-of-results form is provided to record performance
and general remarks; no final report format is specified by the developer.
STA(IE

DEVI- WPM!.

r: The WREST consists of 10 short, low-level tasks apparently
desigrwd to assess mainly the manipulation and dexterity abilities of the client. The
WREST has been used primarily in sheltered workshops dealing with mentally
retarded
and physieally handicapped clients, usually for initial assessment before assignment
to
suitable work projects. There is an emphasis upon repeating the work samples many
time% to provide an evaluation of the client's ability to improve performance
under
repeated practice conditions, a technique especially useful with mentally handicapped
indis iduals. There are some problems in the system because of the lack of
systematic
behas tor observation as part of the work sampling procedure, failure to relate results
to the competitive job market, and the lack of specification of report procedures so
that the results of assessment can be conveyed back to counselors or others who
would
need to use them. Some reliability estimates are presented in the manual materials, and
there are normative data but these are not identified in terms of what kinds of indis :duals are represented. No salidity data are available.
APP1 lt s 1 1ON: the Vs. RI'S I. would seem to haye somewhat

limited utility for employ-

ment and training agency settings unless an agency were required to serve a significant
mentally retardell population. then the simple kind% of tasks the battery assesses might
he relevant to loll opportunities actually available in the open market. Considerable
adaptation in t.:rins ot developing norms and making these connections to the local job
market explicit would be required for use of the WREST in an actual agency setting.

Auctss: Guidance Associates of Delaware, Inc., 1526 Gilpin Avenue, Wilmington, DE
1 806
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Athantages and Disathantages of Nork Sampling
Io date. %aliditv studies of the work sample technique tor assessing the severeIN disad% antaged ha% e been encouraging but hardk concluske. An unresolved
question concerning the work sample approach centers on cost benefit: (iiven
that Aork sample assessment ma ,. be much nmi e epenske and time consum-

ing than more traditional paper-and-pencil test battery approaches, is the
increase in int ornution usetul to decision making gt cat enough to outweigh
the increased cost as coMpared to other alternatkes?
[here also are questions regarding hether the success of %Nods sample systems under experimental conditions can be repeated in rout ine operations. For

cample, consider these alternate explorations for positive results in a 1968
stud% ot the I.E. V.S. sstenl:
( ounselors were at the

tset gr% en a "pitch" tor the utility of won k sample

assessment, w hich the,. must hae belie%ed, at least in part, since they
referred clients to the work sample center not for experimental purposes
but because the% telt a ned tor especially comprehensive information on
gken clients (.1.1..V.S., 1968, p, 48). Nu% the counselors may have had a
"success ser" tor experimental group subjects that led them to make more
mtenst% e et torts tot this group.
2.

I,art ot the benetit to work sample e%aluees may ha% e accrued from the
extra attention the!. receked from the experience or working ror pay over a

period of two weeks or from being a part of a "special" program. In the
1.1.A.s. stud% , e aluees may hae been supported and encouraged substan-

nail% b VlS .\ %olunteffs who went out looking for those who did not
show up at the Center as scheduled. Increases in job productivity as the
result of such special attention are a classic finding of studies in work
beha% rot

.

I he question then becomes: How much of the impro%ement in training
completion and placement-success rates was due to work ample as-cessmem,
and how much was due to program circumstancev surrounding the e%altruion?
one ot the benefits claimed for the work sample approach is the provision of

work experience lot client% w hose contact with the world of work is quite
limited. It this is merel a -fringe benefit" of relatively minor significance
ompared to the impro% ed quality of information obtained, then work sample
assessinent ma be justified. On the other hand, if it is the work experience
itself that induces most of the impro%ements in training or placement success,
there ma% be far less -xpenske ways of providing this benefit, e.g., by eliminating the cost of tri
mg and maintaining a work sample evaluation staff.
or t %er small numb, r of e%aluators may be adequate for collecting data on
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a large number of enrollees if work experience itself is the most important

aspect of the work sample. Only comparative experimental investigations
can
establish the relative contributions of positive work experiences,
counselors'
expectations and work sample assessment results to the overall success of a
work sample evaluation project.
It is important that the work
sample "package" accurately reflect labor
market conditions of the employment and training program in question. A
recurrent complaint about aailable packages is that they are not adequately
tailored to reflect local realities, so that one of the important R&D efforts yet
to be undertaken is a study of how the work sample assessment technique in
practice can be made more flexible. In principle, samples can be constructed
for any job, at least for those involving mostly physical activities and skills.
Further work needs to be done, however, in order to make this assessment
strategy easily adaptable to local conditions.
Despite impressive testimonial evidence for the work sample,
including its
enthusiastic endorsement by some employers, there may be some question
about the general acceptance of the technique for selection
decisions. An
employer w ho is aecustomed to a GATB profile may be very suspicious
of a
work sample report based on a measurement method quite different from
traditional paper-and-pencil tests. Expansion of work sample
assessment, therefore, may depend upon efforts to inform and convince
employers of the technique's utility.
Finally, work sampling may well be most efficient for in-depth vocational
exploration rather than for specific placement decision making. Two to seven
eeks of assessment may provide much more information than is
necessary for
many purposes. 11, at a particular time, a given employment and training
program can place its client% only in a very restricted number of jobs or has a limited number of training alternatives to offer, the detailed information
pro% ided by extensive work sample assessment may be too costly.

A few % cry simple tasks may provide the information
necessary to make
alid choices among only a few alternatives. The concept of the work
sample
might he used, therefore, in selecting applicants to be placed on one specific
lob. For example, when %electing janitorial personnel, applicants might
simply
be asked to clean up a room. A supervisor-trainer can point
out mistakes after
atching the applicant's first try and then observe how the individual does on
a second room. Obser%auons may provide information useful to placement
decisions. Doubtless there are many ways in which the work sample technique
could be de.eloped along these lines. Actual utility of such simplified work
samples would, of course, need to be established through research study. And
w hen a greater di% ersity of opportunities is available (as when improving economic conditions ha% e broadened the job market), work samples used must be
sufficiently complex to permit finer discriminations to be made.
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Comprehensive information on the work sample systems discussed in this
section is axailable in Botterhusch (1976, 1977). Some general background on

use of work sampling systems is provided in Dunn (1976, 1977), McDaniel
(197 ), Nadolsky (1973, 1977), and Botterhusch & Sax (1977). The latter provides a useful set of considerations for the selection of a commercial vocational eNaluation system. Some of the issues raised here regarding cost effectiveness of work sample systems are given more thorough discussion in a study

sponsored by the Vocational Faluation and Work Adjustment Association
(1975).

PREIINTING ORIENTATION MATERIALS
For manx seserels disadsantaged clients, assessment is an anxiety-provoking
experience, about w hich the may has e considerable doubt and suspicion. As
Seiler ( l970) has pointed out, high drop-out rates during the early stages of client participation in sers ice programs may, in part, reflect disathantaged applicants' rejection of testing. Many of these people perceive assessment as
unpleasant, incomprehensible, or unrelated to helping them get a job. They do

not understand the purpose of testing, are unfamiliar with tests and fear
group-testing situations. Much of their fear may stem from limited but aversive contacts with tests in school settings or from inability to read items or
directions phrased at too high a reading lesel, or both.

One partial solution to this problem is to give disadvantaged clients some
type of pretesting orientation. This experience may reduce distorting effects of

indisidual differences in familiarity with test content, ability to understmd
directions, or rejection of assessment out of fear or lack of motivation. Moreover, it may he possible, through such pretesting experiences, to identify indiiduals for whom standard paper-and-pencil tests are inappropriate because of
low reading lesels. These persons may then he guided into alternative assessment procedures (clinical inters iew , work sample, etc.) in which their handi-

caps will not interfere with an effort to identify and measure job-related
personal characteristics. Both the U.S. Employment Service and The Psychological Corporation hase des ised pretesting orientation materials, which are
summanied below
.

1.111k- of- PRI- 1Fsti, ORIFS IA 1 los MA It. RI 11 : Test orientation
Di-mRIP I ION

Procedure

Practice materials designed to help applicants learn how to take tests

FoastAr: The Psychological Corporation's multimedia pretesting orientation materials
are intended to %en. e as a preface to any kind of socational assessment or selection testing. 1 he aim is to reduce anxiety and increase "test wiseness" by offering practice in
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taking tests. I he materials, designed tor group administration,
guide the group
through a halt hout session ot eass test-like
exercises in a 20page practice booklet. A
tape r ecoiding is used to pro.ide dii ections and explanations. A
second 20-page booklet xxith similar test materials is then pins ided tor turther take-home
practice prior to
the aoual testing experience I here are fixe tests
in all ---speed and accuracy, spelling,
socabularx. at ithmet h.- and int or mation. I here
is also a lob application form for the
mdisidual to till out
SiMa OF MNI-loPMFSI: these materials hase been
well developed and formatted and
has e been asailable tor some years through the test publisher.
APP1 ICU ION: s part of a pre-assessment procedure, the
lest Orientation Procedure
might he a useful component of an oserall
assessment system in an employment
and

training agency .

Acct. ss: As ailable t rom The Psychological Corporation.

New York. NY

Pal- I-% FIM. Oka,* 14110s N1ArE.RIAL: USES Pretesting

Orientation Exercises

Mtit'illp I los: Miniature test battery for use in pretesting

orientation
Foastst: The exercises are administered as
a series of short tests whose items resemble
the first eight parts of the GATB. Administration time
requires about one-and-one-half
hours. The exercises offer practice in test taking to individuals
who possess minimum
literacy skills for taking the (LATB but who
may have little experience with aptitude
tests and may he uneasy about being tested. Their use in pretesting
orientation sessions
will pros ide disadsantaged applicant% scheduled
to take the GATB with experience in
group test taking in a nonthreatening atmosphere. The exercises
are flexible enough
that they can he shortened for individuals who need
only a refresher orientation to
tests, or they can be presented in full.
Srma-

t: These materials were developed by USES for specific

the tiAti3 and has e been applied in many employment

use with

and training settings.

APPIRAilos: Although most useful for those agencies
that administer the GATH
part of their assessment battery

as

the exercises could he usefully employed as part of a
more general pretesting orientation
exercise.

Accuss: Dis ision 01 testing, Employment and Training
Administration. U.S. Department of I abor, Washington, D( 20213, or through
state Employment Service offices

Note: the U.S. tmplo mem Sers ice has two booklets

available (in both Spanish and
Doing )Our Best on Aptitude lints and Doing Your Best
on Reading and lothmetw rots. "pretesting orientation
on the purpose of testing"
training course also is as ailable, consisting of an illustrated
lecture discussion with pictures and a prepaid script.
English ) for sel 1-or ien t at ion
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APPENDIX A
Summary Chart
Special Assessment Techniques for tir Severely Disadvantaged
lollowing is a list of all the special assessment devices for severely disadvantaged person-. rev levied in this volume. Each entry includes the number of the page where the device is discussed in the text, and there is also

a notation ot the main purpose for which the technique was devised and
its present stage of development.
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APPENDIX B
Resources for Assessment of Disabled Persons
Employment and training agencies today are serving more physically disabled

clients than eer before. These clients often require special assessment
approaches not needed for most other clients. The purpose of this appendix is
to list some information resources relevant to this subject.

The Fmp!oyment Service recently has published a guidebook, entitled
Placing Handicapped .4pplicants: An Employment Service Handbook, for use

by employment and training agencies concerned with developing services for
the disabled. The assessment process may be set in better context by referring
to this handbook, which is available through state Employment Service offices
or the U.S. Employment Service.
The most important single resource for information about assessment of
disabled individuals is the Materials Development Center (Stout Vocational
Rehabilitation Institute, University of Wisconsin-Stout, Menomonie, Wisconsin 54751). This center proxides a variety of informational products and ser1, related to ocational evaluation of physically disabled persons.
Of special relevance to assessment program developers desiring to implement ork sample systems are two publications that have already been mentioned: Hotterbusch (1976), .4 Comparison of Seven Vocational Evaluation
Systems,. and Botterbusch (1977), .4 Comparison of Four Vocational Evaluation Systems. These publications provide detailed information, including eval-

uative reviews, of the major work sample systems also described in this
Manual. Moreover, MDC has available a series of tape/slide presentations on
13 of the commercial vocational evaluation systems that were described in the
volume (J.E.V.S., Singer, TOWER, etc.). These presentations can be loaned to
qualified users, rented or purchased.
Another important reference is Botterbusch (1976), The Use of Psychological Tests with Individuals Who .4re Severely Disabled. This helpful guidebook
is designed to provide vocational evaluators and other professionals with practical guidelines for selecting, adapting and administering standardized psychological tests to indiiduals sho have sight, hearing and academic handicaps. It
contains a wealth of information, including standards for making modifications and a comprehenske list of references plus addresses of test publishers.
Botterbusch is also the author of Psychological Testing in Vocational Evaluation (1978), which includes a background section on the purpose of tests and
how to select them, along with a careful review of specific tests relevant to
vocational evaluation.
The Materials Doelopment Center also is the publisher of Work Evaluation
and .4djustment: .4n Annotated Bihlwgraphy 1947-1977 (Ronald R. Fry,
1978). This bibliography contains 1.296 annotations and is probably the most
comprehensi%e citation reference volume in existence on assessment of the dis-

abled. A supplement, Work Evaluation and Adjustment: An
Annotated Bibliography, 1978 Supplement, also by Fry and published in
1979, provides a
further updating of this literature. Finally, Suggested Publications for Developing an Agency Library on Work Evaluation and Work
Adjustment (1978)
suggests 54 essential print references in this area, including 27 available
from
MDC.
The Materials Development Center offers a range of other services
for eligible individuals and institutions. Those eligible to receive these
services may
write in to receive loan copies of publications of the Center or of a number of
other documents contained in their library collection. No
employment and
training agency considering the implementation of
a work sample system in its
assessment function should fail to contact the Materials Development Center;
it is a uniquely valuable resource. The Center would be of perhaps less
central,
but still v:!ry important, assistance whenever assessment of the disabled is
a
concern of the employment and training agency assessment program.
Anotner important reference volume for assessment of physically
disabled
individuals is Testing for Impaired, Disabled and Handicapped
individuals,
prepared by the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education
and Recreation (1201 16th Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20036). This
volume provides
au overview of testing concepts and then describes psychological tests in the
areas of physical fitness and motor ability, perceptual motor development and
psychomotor tests, developmental profiles, and several locally
developed
assessment devices for use with physically disabled persons.
When more general background information about assessment of disabled
persons inti he required, the following information sources may be of value:
1CD Research Utiluauon Laboratory
140 East 24th Street
Ne% York, NY 10010

Michigan Rehabilitation Research Institute
1123 School of Education
enisersit!, of Michigan
610 East Unisersity
Ann Arbor, MI 48109

National Clearing House of Rehabilitation rraining Materials
Oklahoma State L:niversity
115 Old 1).S.D. A. Building
St ill%ater, Ok 74014

National Rehabilitation Information Center
Catholic 1'ms ersity
Washington, IX' 20064

These are all clearinghouses funded by the Rehabilitation Services
Administration, which compile information on subjects such as program evaluation
and the vocational rehabilitation process in general.
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